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Online and Predictive Warning System
for Forced Lane Changes using Risk Maps
Tim Puphal, Benedict Flade, Malte Probst, Volker Willert, Jürgen Adamy and Julian Eggert

Abstract—The survival analysis of driving trajectories allows
for holistic evaluations of car-related risks caused by collisions or
curvy roads. This analysis has advantages over common Time-
To-X indicators, such as its predictive and probabilistic nature.
However, so far, the theoretical risks have not been demonstrated
in real-world environments. In this paper, we therefore present
Risk Maps (RM) for online warning support in situations with
forced lane changes, due to the end of roads.

For this purpose, we first unify sensor data in a Relational
Local Dynamic Map (R-LDM). RM is afterwards able to be run
in real-time and efficiently probes a range of situations in order
to determine risk-minimizing behaviors. Hereby, we focus on the
improvement of uncertainty-awareness and transparency of the
system. Risk, utility and comfort costs are included in a single
formula and are intuitively visualized to the driver.

In the conducted experiments, a low-cost sensor setup with a
GNSS receiver for localization and multiple cameras for object
detection are leveraged. The final system is successfully applied
on two-lane roads and recommends lane change advices, which
are separated in gap and no-gap indications. These results are
promising and present an important step towards interpretable
safety.

Index Terms—Advanced driver support system, survival anal-
ysis, risk visualization, local dynamic map, motion planning, real
vehicle demonstration, risk maps.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCED Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) aim for
supporting the human driver in its driving task [1] and

serve to avoid potential vehicle accidents. Prominent exam-
ples of ADAS are, e.g., the adaptive cruise control [2] and
various lane keeping aids [3]. They successfully help drivers
on highway scenarios. Still, most of the current ADAS are
not incorporating explicit driving predictions and uncertainty
considerations in their planning. Especially, in real traffic
situations with high complexity, the technical requirements
for ADAS robustness are high. Such situations include, e.g.,
dynamic lane changing or tailgaiting behaviors. Here, ADAS
that allow to visualize the situation understanding modules in
terms of driving risks are beneficial. A technical system must
show reasons behind its decisions, which will eventually also
increase the trust of the user.

In previous research, we proposed the survival analysis [4]
for enhanced collision risk predictions under uncertainties. It
is suitable for motion planning in situations with multiple
interacting cars and has considerable advantages over common
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Fig. 1: Risk Maps (RM) is implemented in a test vehicle and supports
the driver in its behavior finding for a situation with an upcoming
forced lane change. We focus on the modules indicated in blue. RM
allows to visualize future risks and uncertainties for the driver.

Time-To-X measures, which usually utilize time indicators as
a risk approximation. In simulations [5], we proved that our
method works reliably and does not produce collisions in a
wide range of situations. For this paper, we target to extend
and apply the risk framework on a test vehicle for online and
predictive warning in forced lane changes (see Fig. 1). We
thus show the benefitis of the approach: the easy visualization
of the internal calculations.

Lane changes which are forced are complex and occur,
e.g., due to road lanes that are ending, construction areas and
parked cars. By evaluating behavior predictions with so-called
Risk Maps (RM), we target to efficiently obtain lane change
timings. A motion trajectory with minimal costs is selected
(i.e., which balances risks with utility and comfort). In this
process, a crucial component is the Relational Local Dynamic
Map (R-LDM) that extracts driving paths, fuses the sensor
information and prepares the driving situation.

Essentially, in this paper, we move from simulation into the
real world, which requires a prototype. The prototype consists
of an inexpensive GNSS and multiple camera sensors. Fig. 1,
at the bottom, shows the architecture of the system. In real ex-
periments, RM with R-LDM will run on the test car and create
warning outputs for the driver. The system can recommend the
target velocities as well as path choices (go left, straight, etc.),
in gap and no-gap variations. For the experiments, recordings
are hereby drawn from a demonstration of the ADAS in the
ITS European Congress 2019, described in [6].

To summarize, the contribution of this paper is threefold.
On the scientific side, we build upon our previously published
works [4], [5] and [7]. However, we (i) extend the R-LDM
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to incorporate dynamic cars and their predicted behaviors. We
show novel possibilities of how measurements and calculated
variables can be saved in a database. Furthermore, we (ii)
extend RM and plan besides longitudinal velocities, also lateral
path choices, such as lane changes. A major novelty is the
visualization of uncertainties in a predictive risk graph. On the
technical side, we also propose a first, novel and real proof of
concept. Concretely, we (iii) integrate both technologies and
apply them on a prototype with an HMI system, highlighting
the transparancy of the risk-based planner.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
I-A summarizes related research for ADAS. We continue with
an R-LDM introduction in Section II, and outline the planning
method of RM with Section III. Then, in Section IV, the
test car and real-world demonstrations are outlined. Section
V finally presents conclusions plus future work.

A. Related Work
We will now compare the features of the risk-based ADAS

with prior art from research. The focus of this section is put
on the fields of trajectory prediction because the R-LDM uses
map data to improve the predictions, on related risk methods,
which are similar to the RM approach, and classical traffic
models for motion planning in lane changes, since they are
established baseline models.

In the automotive field, road or map geometries are usually
used to enhance the results of driving predictions for vehicles.
For example, prevailing ADAS are extrapolating trajectories
along paths from sensors and self-driving cars similarly rely
on pre-recorded data [8]. As further alternatives to these map-
based predictions, recently, learning algorithms are investi-
gated. The authors of [9], e.g., learn typical trajectories in
dynamic lane changes with Graph Neural Networks (GNN).
Due to the vast behavior options for vehicles, prediction with
fail safe backups are also shifting into focus [10].

In contrast to related work, we combine online sensor data
with stored crowd-sourced map data. The data is managed by
the R-LDM that allows for efficient data queries.

Alongside trajectory prediction, the development of driving
risks becomes omnipresent in research. Hereby, risks are often
sorted into discrete time or acceleration indicators, probabilis-
tic risks as well as learned risks. Methods based on time met-
rics (see [11] for Time-To-Brake) convince due to their intu-
itiveness. However, neglecting uncertainty does not reproduce
realistic driving situations. In probability considerations [12],
tradeoffs must be found between accurate and computationally
inexpensive models. Lastly, learning hazards [13] are powerful
for specific complex events but struggle the most in untrained
scenarios.

The RM approach employs the survival analysis [4]. On the
one hand, this approach is more uncertainty-aware than state-
of-the-art risks. On the other hand, the computational costs are
reduced due to the analytical probability equations which form
its basis. We probe situations with risks in the longitudinal
(i.e., ego velocity) and lateral direction (i.e., possible lane
change) to retrieve one optimal motion. In this context, probing
is the driving prediction of a single ego behavior with an
evaluation of induced risks with other cars.

For further motion planning methods, we would eventually
like to highlight traffic models in related work. They can easily
be used for diverse applications. For instance, the Intelligent
Driver Model (IDM) [14] allows to follow preceding cars over
kinematic equations. Using the extension of MOBIL [15], lane
changes are considered in this process. The lane changes are
based on simple predictions and are therefore understandable.
However, the IDM does not regard driving uncertainties.

In comparison, there are many advanced planners, such as
lane change detectors [16] or potential field approaches [17],
which are trying to include uncertainties in the car’s positions
for the planning. However, they often do not model uncertainty
over the predicted time. Using RM, uncertainty-based risk is
visualized over the predicted time and not only over the static
positions. The proposed ADAS of this paper thus leverages the
predictive nature in planning, while visualizing interpretable
safety outputs to the user.

II. REPRESENTATION OF DRIVING SITUATIONS

In support systems, clear structures of sensor measurements,
trajectory patterns and driving situations are a prerequisite
for their efficient real-world application. In this regard, world
models are helpful as central storages, whereby so-called Local
Dynamic Maps (LDM) are a potential way for their realization.
LDM serve for the fusion of ADAS-relevant data.

According to the spirit of a Local Dynamic Map, we con-
struct a database that represents several layers depending on
their dynamicity. Dynamic entities, such as traffic participants,
are stored on the highest layer. The next layer is consisting
of transient data, such as information on traffic signal phases,
traffic congestion or road condition. On the second bottom
layer, then, quasi-static objects, such as building outlines, are
stored. The difference between the transient and quasi-static
data is the dynamicity, which is changing on hours scale in
the first and on the scale of days in the latter case. Finally, the
bottom layer serves to manage static data of the environment,
which includes, e.g., spatial geometry data of lower layers that
can be enriched by dynamic entities, e.g., traffic participants,
of higher layers.

The left part of Fig. 2 illustrates all of the four layers from
the R-LDM concept. However, this paper focuses on the static
and dynamic layer. Our LDM implementation, the so-called
Relational Local Dynamic Map (R-LDM), is hereby realized
as a graph. The R-LDM embodies an interconnected graph of
nodes. Since relations present first order citizens of a graph,
connections between entities (e.g., spatial or temporal) can be
described in a straightforward way. Attributes of nodes present
an additional possibility to store information that is directly
linked to a certain node.

This section builds upon this R-LDM, initially introduced
in [7], and describes extensions towards the consideration of
driving risks. We start with the description of static map data
in Section II-A, show how to manage dynamic entities with
the graph in Section II-B and finish with the processing of
sensor inputs in Section II-C.

Especially Section II-B and Section II-C show how to con-
nect trajectories as well as driving risks in the R-LDM, which
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Fig. 2: Interaction of Relational Local Dynamic Map (R-LDM, left) and Risk Maps (right). Structured information, e.g., driving paths, from
the local environment and traffic situation is leveraged for predicting trajectories, determining collision risk, utility and comfort. The data
structures are connected in different levels of granularity, see dashed lines. Note that the parts of the figure can stand alone.

was not described in the original R-LDM implementation,
published in [7].

A. Static Environment

Tasks such as the estimation of collision risk strongly benefit
from knowledge on the current and future, i.e., predicted,
traffic situation. Such situation evolution can be described by a
list of potential paths a driver can take. Each path represents a
sequence of positions that is derived from map data and builds
the basis of the system’s predictions.

The R-LDM enables the storage of road geometries on three
levels of detail, i.e., road, half-road1 and lane level. In terms of
the graph, each level of detail is represented by a hierarchy of
sub-graph patterns that consist of one central node (e.g., label
“:LaneSegment”) as well as related child nodes. For example,
a road is connected to up to two half-road nodes, while each
half-road node can be connected to an arbitrary amount of
lane nodes.

Going into further detail, the focus now lies on the lane-level
geometry since it builds the basis of the path retrieval. Yet, the
information applies to road and half-road level accordingly. A
:LaneSegment node stores the inherent information, such as a
center polyline defining the direction of travel, as an attribute.
Further node attributes include, amongst others,
• road type,
• surface material,
• lane marking type and
• road curvature.
Subordinate entities, e.g., lane markings or boundaries de-

tected by sensors, are represented by individual nodes and are
connected via “:hasPart” relations. Further connected nodes
include traffic signs as well as further entities of the same or
different R-LDM layers that are related in a direct or indirect
sense.

The list of attributes and the level of detail can be chosen
in accordance with the individual use case. However, also the

1Here, a half-road is defined to be the union of all lanes that point into the
same direction.

omission of information can be beneficial, since the computing
time correlates with the amount of data stored in the graph.

Regarding the acquisition of raw map geometry data, com-
mon approaches are the extension of publicly available sources
(e.g., OpenStreetMaps [18]), the parsing of digital orthophotos
(satellite imagery) or the derivation of road geometry from pre-
recorded GNSS trajectories. Assuming that a vehicle drives in
the center of the road, the latter approach natively presents a
suitable means for validating the hypothesis.

B. Dynamic Environment

As already mentioned, a crucial group of objects are the
traffic participants, such as, vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians.
This is especially the case for a predictive warning system
for dynamic lane changes. In this context, the R-LDM can be
interpreted as an ego-centered knowledge hub that represents
the surrounding of an agent zero. More specifically, the agent
zero is moving within a (potentially) pre-mapped environment
that is continuously enriched by measurements and sensed
data, which is shown in the middle of Fig. 2.

The ego car, or more general the ego vehicle, is represented
by a node. For any type of sensor, a node with the label :Sensor
is created that is connected to the entity node via a “:hasPart”
link. The type of sensor is stored as an attribute with the key
type. Depending on type and amount of information, the actual
data can be stored explicitly as attribute or implicitly as a
reference to another place as, e.g., a hard drive or a time series
database. In the case of explicit storage, it can be inefficient
and computationally expensive to push data from an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) with 100 Hz. Instead, the sensor
data updates are pushed at a pre-defined, suitable frequency
to the R-LDM.

Any kind of measurement, e.g., object detection from cam-
eras or GNSS position estimates can be considered, including
other traffic participants. Each sensed entity, such as another
vehicle, can afterwards be represented by a graph node that is
connected via a “hasMeasurement” link.

Additionally, traffic participants are also connected to static
elements, in other words, the road infrastructure. One common
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example is a lane segment that is utilized by vehicles, indicated
in the R-LDM by the “:contains” links between the lane and
vehicle nodes. In this context, the center of a lane serves as an
approximation for the driving path, i.e., the path that is most
likely be driven by the vehicle. In multi-lane scenarios, several
paths can be determined with discrete sets of behavior, e.g.,
stay on the lane or perform a lane change.

While a path represents consecutive points in a 2D-space,
a trajectory also conveys timestamps for each data point.

For Risk Maps (RM), we require trajectories that are based
on the assumption of fixed dynamics (e.g., constant velocity)
for predicted times and are described as a sequence of position
(x, y), velocity v, acceleration a and jerk j. Furthermore, RM
considers benefits of the ego vehicle (e.g., desired speed) and
risks between the ego and other vehicles. Fig. 2, on the right,
depicts how RM benefits from the R-LDM.

C. Data Processing
The preceding Sections II-A and II-B explained how map

data and dynamic entities can be stored in a graph. Now, we
illustrate how stored data interacts with acquired sensor data.
In this context, Fig. 3 shows the ego (green) and a sensed (red)
vehicle that are both projected onto the closest map paths. For
doing so, two techniques are employed to process such sensor
signals: 1) the alignment of the ego car on a driving path and
2) the filtering of unlikely obstacle detections. In this way, we
can afterwards predict the trajectories along map paths.

1) Ego Alignment: The positions (lat, lon) of the ego car
from a GNSS sensors are given. In a first step, we transform
the GNSS signals to Cartesian coordinates. The equirectangu-
lar projection with a radius of earth re and latitude lat0, which
is close to the center of the map, allows for the conversion of
geodetic GNSS coordinates (lat, lon) to Cartesian coordinates
(x, y) via the equations

x = re cos lat0 · lon, (1)
y = re · lat. (2)

Here, the x-axis of the global reference frame is facing east,
while y is facing north. We project the ego car on the closest
path. This description assumes the earth to be an evenly round
globe. However, the reader can choose any earth model that
fits the individual accuracy requirements, such as assuming an
earth ellipsoid. For deeper insight into map-based lane-level
localization, we refer to [19].

2) Obstacle Filter: The visual detection of the surrounding
vehicles requires a coordinate transformation of their positions
from an ego-relative body frame (xrel, yrel) into the shared
world reference frame (x, y). For this purpose, we use a rota-
tion transformation with the angle Θ between both reference
frame. Hereby, we use the standard, right-handed orientation
of the world frame. If we additionally assume flat surfaces,
we get

x = cos Θ · xrel − sin Θ · yrel, (3)

y = sin Θ · xrel + cos Θ · yrel. (4)

The equations can be extended to cover 3D-space in a straight-
forward way. This allows for the consideration of, e.g., non-flat
environments.
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Fig. 3: Pre-processing steps for map-based planning in R-LDM. Left:
Car signals are transformed into the same global reference frame.
Right: For motion predictions, we filter other cars that are far away.

Similar to the ego alignment on its path, the other cars are
projected to their paths as well. However, the main difference
is that we only consider vehicles that are close to any path and
filter cars with a distance dproj > 5 m away. This geofencing
limits position errors from sensors. In the end, we compute the
distance d in the global frame for the collision risk calculation.
In summary, the R-LDM allows us to prepare situations for
risk probing within RM. This method will be described in the
following.

III. PROBING INSIDE RISK MAPS

Using the R-LDM, we are able to fuse measured data into
driving situations. However, assessing a multi-lane situation
based on its risks thoroughly and, at the same time, in a fast
manner remains challenging. The reason lies mostly in the va-
riety of possible predictions for such situations. Additionally,
there are underlying driving uncertainties, which arise from
car sensors and likewise, e.g., from the driver behavior.

In this context, planning methods must determine an optimal
maneuver for the ego driver. With map data, the driving space
was constrained and we differentiated between static paths on
the one hand, and dynamic trajectories on the other hand. Still,
a single path and trajectory that is safe and beneficial for the
ego driver needs to be found. Therefore, so-called ”probing”
inside RiskMaps (RM) will be leveraged. We consider probing
as the prediction of an ego driving motion and its evaluation
of induced risks. By intelligently probing adequate numbers of
fixed trajectories along paths in RM, motions will be efficiently
planned.

This section describes the concepts behind the planner RM.
For this purpose, we will first explain the trajectory probing
in Section III-A with RM and we will continue with the cost
evaluation of risk and benefits in Section III-B. In the last
Section III-C and Section III-D, we will finalize the description
of RM with the extension of path probing, which ultimately
allows to warn the driver.

A. Trajectory Probing

Hereinafter, we analyze a car-to-car encounter with collision
risks, depicted in Fig. 4. For every ego trajectory variation h,
constant velocity is assumed for the other car (i.e., v = const.).
For the ego car, we predict and create variations for a piece-
wise function composed of an acceleration/braking phase and
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a zero-acceleration, resp., constant speed segment. Technically,
we first sample Nt velocity profiles v(s) on the path that start
at the current velocity v0 and end at the planned velocities vh

in the future time s, equidistantly sampled inside v ∈ [0, vmax].
In total, we thus get

vh =
h

Nt − 1
· vmax with h ∈ 0, ..., Nt − 1. (5)

To reach those end velocities vh, the accelerations ah are
afterwards calculated that are maximal with amax in case of an
ego trajectory that corresponds to vmax. For the cases ending in
a full stop vh = 0 m/sec of the ego vehicle, the acceleration ah

becomes minimal with amin. Note that amin represents hereby
a negative acceleration (i.e., braking motion). This leads to

if vh > v0: ah = amax ·
vh − v0
vmax − v0

, (6)

else if vh < v0: ah = amin ·
v0 − vh

v0
. (7)

The intervals with either an acceleration or braking phase
are planned for the predicted durations of s ∈ [0, sa] or s ∈
[0, sb], respectively. We formulate the included times as

sa =
v0
amax

and sb = | v0
amin
|. (8)

The included time in the equations is denoted as s since it is
not the real time t but the predicted time. We assume a constant
velocity for the ego vehicle in the subsequent segment [sa, sh]
and [sb, sh]. The parameter sh defines the time horizon of the
velocity profile and is set according to the task. Fig. 4 (on the
left) depicts this longitudinal probing.

In the presented planner, a target velocity vh = vtar from the
RM set is eventually selected based on the explicit tradeoffs
between risks R(t) and benefits, which are further divided into
the ego utility U(t) and ego comfort O(t), see Fig. 4 on the
right. In this process, at least Nt ≥ 3 ego trajectories have to be
sampled so that RM can choose between an acceleration and
a braking option. Altogether, RM could potentially represent
a fast planner applicable to avoid accidents.

The next section will now describe the mentioned costs to
select an optimal motion. Using the survival analysis approach,

we include probabilistic assumptions of Gaussian uncertainty
(visualized as 2D, red ellipses) and of Poisson uncertainty (es-
cape arrows for the ego cars). However, this section represents
a summary of the approach. For more details, please refer to
the original publication [4]. We extend and show novel ways
how to plan lane changes afterwards.

B. Survival Analysis

We cannot presume that predictions of other cars, e.g., con-
stant velocity, will be followed in reality. The survival analysis
thus models uncertainties for their predicted positions with
2D Gaussians that are growing over time. These uncertainties
are influenced by sensor uncertainty (dominant in first steps)
and behavior uncertainty (dominant in later steps). Finally, a
collision probability is given by the overlap of the Gaussians
from the ego vehicle and all other vehicles.2

Since risk is defined as the probability of this critical event
multiplied with a damage outcome, we include a severity term
in the final risk output. Besides collision risks, RM allow for
the analysis of further critical events, such as upcoming sharp
curves. More specifically, RM model the probability to lose
control and skid off during lane changes. In these cases, we
assume 1D Gaussians around the ego car and look at the lateral
acceleration which is influenced by road curvatures.

1) Risk Equations: With the help of a Poisson process, we
are able to accumulate probabilities over the future time s
(i.e., from collisions and a curve) with the damages into a
single, scalar risk value R(t) for the current time t. In detail,
we calculate the time difference between two critical events
τ−1crit (s). Those critical events are then divided into collision
rates τ−1coll,j (with the index defining the considered other car
j) and a curve rate τ−1curv.

Due to the included survival function S in a Poisson process,
risks that occur further away in the prediction are considered
less in the risk R(t). This so-called “escape” effect is modeled
for the ego car. We thus describe R(t) by

R(t) =

∫ ∞
0

(
∑
j

τ−1coll,jDcoll,j + τ−1curvDcurv)S ds. (9)

For Eq. (9), the severity is hereby formulated in a desired
accuracy based on a collision model Dcoll and Dcurv.

In the end, we can visualize a risk graph showing risk hot
spots for the taken velocity profile that correspond to the other
cars. Such a risk graph is plotted in Fig. 5 on the top left. As
an example, it shows risk spots for two separate cars, which
become visible for trajectories when the ego car come closest
to the other car, while the shape of the hot spots depends
on the Gaussian uncertainties of the vehicles. At this point,
it should be highlighted that the risk graph shows risks over
the future time, which is different to common potential field
visualizations, such as [17].

2) Utility and Comfort Prediction: The target of RM is to
mimize risks as well as to maximize benefits B(t). The total

2Note that this collision probability is, in the end, dependent on the relative
velocity and distance of the vehicles.
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costs are calculated with C(t) = R(t)−B(t) = R(t)−U(t)−
O(t). In this sense, we express benefits with high utility and
comfort, both also depicted in Fig. 5.

Utility U(t) depends on the driven ego velocity v1, which
attempts to reduce the general required time to arrive at a goal.
Additionally, we consider a desired velocity vd for individual
preferences. For decreasing effects of U(t) at higher times s,
we multiply the components with the survival function S and
write

U(t) =

∫ ∞
0

(bt|v1|+ bd|v1 − vd|)S ds. (10)

Comfort O(t) takes ego acceleration a1 and jerk j1 into
account and ensures less abrupt switches between selected be-
haviors. The major target is still to avoid risks. Consequently,
comfort is also reduced over the survival function S. For O(t),
we gain

O(t) =

∫ ∞
0

−(bc|a1|+ bj |j1|)S ds. (11)

With the weight parameters bt, bd, bc and bj , in both U(t)
and O(t), the importance of risk versus benefit can be tuned.
This enables us to select a single trajectory with minimal costs
ch among all sampled trajectories Nt. Particularly, in Fig. 5,
the first trajectory v1, i.e., with h = 1, was chosen because
c1 represents the smallest cost of all trajectories. With the
cost graphs of U(t) and O(t), visualized also in the figure
alongside risks R(t), we can therefore intuitively indicate the
underlying reason for any selection of the planner.

C. Path Probing

For the last module of the resulting warning system, this
section outlines path planning. Building upon the ego tra-
jectory probing and cost evaluation from RM, a novel path
probing technique is proposed for RM. In this way, the forced
lane change of the introduction is solvable. The driver has the
support of the HMI, recommending a target motion.

lstart

lblend

v0

0

w∗(l)

w(l)

pego

pother

Lateral Probing

2 ·Nt

v0

vtar

Outputs

left

etc.

straight

right

brakeaccelerate

Fig. 6: Signal outputs of RM. By also probing the costs for possible
ego paths, we can plan tactical lane changes. Left: Blending of path
options and their selection. Right: HMI with target velocity and lane
change advice.

As already mentioned, in large multi-lane roads (i.e., high-
ways), a driver has distinct spatial options with the possibility
of performing a lane change. A forced lane change arises either
for, e.g., following the navigation route, avoiding neighboring
cars or both at the same time. In these instances, the lane
change path and its start time and duration must be determined.
The RM make tactical decisions, which are, e.g., lane changes
for a future time (depicted in Fig. 6).

In detail, we compute a path change that serves to blend
between centerlines of the ego lane and of a neighbouring lane.
The blending begins at a longitudinal distance lstart, which is
defined as

lstart = v0 · sstart. (12)

Accordingly, this distance lstart depends on the current velocity
v0 and the future time sstart. The length of the blending interval
lblend is, in contrast, influenced by the current, lateral distance
dpath between the two path options. Since the segment end lend
is composed of lstart and lblend, we retrieve

lend = lstart + lblend = lstart + v0
√
lc · dpath. (13)

In Eq. (13), the parameter lc defines the scale factor for the
increase. Simply put, for higher lc, the lane change would also
take more time.

In a final, next step, we blend the ego path pego(l) into the
neighboring path pother(l) within the segment lblend, using a
sigmoidal weighting term w∗(l). Paths from Section II-A are
initially resampled with evenly spaced points. The computed
lane change path pblend(l) then follows, with

pblend(l) = (1− w∗(l)) · pego(l) + w∗(l) · pother(l). (14)

Generally, linear blending is achieved via the term

w(l) =
l − lstart

lblend
,with l ∈ [lstart, lend]. (15)

and we thus utilize the weight w(l) in a sigmoidal weight
function w∗(l) to gain

w∗(l) =
1

1 + e−k(w(l) + 0.5)
. (16)

The constant k allows to hereby tune the blending steepness
and should be set to achieve a smooth blending.
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Fig. 6 (left box) depicts two prototypical paths. They are
calculated with the aforesaid variables. Note that points in
the path have to be sampled densely enough for a reasonable
blending. With the path blending, we can initiate an immediate
lane change by setting sstart = 0 sec, while a tactical change is
obtained with, e.g., sstart = 2 sec. A utility offset is necessary
for the costs in order to incentivize the planner making a lane
change. After all, RM choose the path based on its costs.

D. Selection and Warning
For multiple paths, the path blending is done iteratively.

With the total path number Mp, ultimately, Mp ·Nt samples are
generated in RM, since ego trajectories are varied on each path.
We select a single trajectory with the lowest costs for obtaining
the target velocity vtar as well as the target path ptar. In other
words, RM probe in longitudinal and lateral directions. The
runtime of RM is constant because we have a fixed sample
size. This suits very well for real-time purposes. In the case
of Fig. 6, we get Mp = 2 and sample 2 ·Nt trajectories.

The planned, safe motion is now transferred into a driver
suggestion or warning in an HMI so that it is explained to the
driver. We compare the planned with the actual one to infer a
warning.

As shown in Fig. 6 (right-hand side), the developed HMI
contains a velocity scale with the current velocity v0 and the
safe velocity vtar. Depending on the difference |v0 − vtar|, the
driver needs to change its behavior (accelerate, brake, etc.).
Furthermore, a directional arrow depicts the path choice from
the planner, which can be either “left”, “straight” or “right”.
The driver should make a lane change, i.e., left, right, or stay
on the lane, i.e., straight motion. The figure shows some output
examples of the HMI, which are derived from the solution of
the planner.

IV. REAL-WORLD DEMONSTRATION

We described the concepts behind R-LDM (Relational Local
Dynamic Map) as a supporting module for a risk-based motion
planning, and the Risk Maps (RM) technology representing an
uncertainty-aware planner determining optimal driving trajec-
tories and paths.

This section presents quantitative experiments for the sys-
tem combination of RM with R-LDM. A demonstration took
place within the frame of the ITS European Congress 2019 at
Helmond, the Netherlands. The system was run live in front
of scientific and non-scientific audiences. The main focus lied
hereby on the resulting HMI that has been shown and served to
warn the driver. The test car and HMI is summarized in Fig. 7.
Concretely, by developing an integrated HMI, the suggestions
of the systems were rendered transparent.

A. Test Setup
The used car prototype is called Carlota and was provided

by the Spanish research institute Vicomtech. Its sensor setup
consists of a mid-range GNSS3 and cameras. Here, the cam-
eras are four Sekonix 4 cameras, which are combined with two

3The product model is given on the website https://www.u-blox.com/de/
product/evk-8evk-m8.

4See the cameras on http://sekolab.com/products/camera.

cameras
cluster

LED

projector

Fig. 7: Top left: Outside cameras mounted on car prototype (three
of four cameras shown). Top right: The HMI consists of clusters
showing the recommended velocity and LED stripes signaling the
path choices (left, right or straight). Bottom: Test area with projector
visualizing the risk graph.

Nvidia GPUs5 and one Intel CPU. For this reason, Carlota can
be seen as a low-cost test solution.

In what follows, we analyze and evaluate the given HMI
concept, which is built on three components: a risk graph (top
left of Fig. 5), a velocity scale (Fig. 6, top right) and lane
change recommendations (Fig. 6, bottom right). While demon-
strating the system online, the velocity scale was displayed on
an instrument cluster, inside the vehicle. For the lane change
recommendation, LED stripes were used that were attached to
the windshield and are visually conveying suggested driving
directions. Additionally, both elements, together with the risk
graph, have been presented on a projector to the audience.

In total, the R-LDM serves to provide environment data,
i.e., the paths for the risk calculation. We performed situations
with three test drivers, maneuvering Carlota and two further
vehicles. In each of those runs, RM supports to execute a safe
lane change. The end of the road, indicated by cones, forces a
lane change of the ego car. In this context, the speed ranges for
the tests lied in between 20 km/h and 40 km/h with a closed
public highway stretch of 1.5 km length. Our test area is a two-
lane road, with both lanes in the same direction and without
oncoming traffic. Data recordings from the demonstration were
the basis for the evaluation.

We now characterize in Section IV-B benefits that arise from
utilizing the R-LDM as a knowledge hub for support systems.
Afterwards, within Section IV-C, the results of the RM are
described and discussed in regard of analyzing the lane change
situations.

B. Sensor Data Fusion

Required inputs for RM are the ego states and its map
relation. In a first step, we obtain a (visually) lane-matched ego
position from a localization module. The ego vehicle is thus
projected onto the lane center, determined by the localization
module (i.e., the current ego lane). The R-LDM can now

5See https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/graphics-cards/rtx-2080-ti.
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provide driving paths. As a second input of the demonstrated
system, we need measured positions and velocities of other
cars, see Section II-C. In this pre-processing step, the four
cameras (i.e., left, right, front and back) are used to detect
surrounding obstacles in a 360◦ view. Specifically, detected
bounding boxes of a YOLOv3 neural network [20] are pro-
jected from each camera image into a joint 3D world.

In the end, we fuse the pre-processed sensor signals with
map data from the R-LDM, the graph-based environment
representation. This can give us a driving situation. At every
timestep, namely, Nt = 21 ego trajectories are sampled and
predicted with RM (10 acceleration and 10 braking ramps
with different acceleration/braking strength, and 1 constant
velocity) to retrieve a situation. Here, sampling is done for
the current and parallel lane paths (i.e., Mp =2).

With the middleware RTMaps, we may integrate the soft-
ware components of R-LDM and RM in a single system.
RTMaps reads the sensor inputs and writes final HMI outputs.
The system could run with a frequency of around f =10 Hz.
Our RM can then output a driving path and a velocity
that promises safe behavior. As mentioned, the outputs are
visualized on the final HMI for driver warning.

C. Results

In the tests, the ego car drives on an ending lane and must
take the gap between two vehicles. As we know, the driver
may switch to its neighboring lane before or after the passing
car (refer to Fig. 1). We will analyze examples of gap and
no-gap situations below. These lane changes simultaneously
include longitudinal and lateral spatial risks, which make them
complex maneuvers.

1) Gap Scenario: For the scenario, recordings have been
replayed with three vehicles and, subsequently, we predict their
trajectories. Fig. 8 pictures the different situation snapshots
with the ego velocity v0 as well as distances d1 and d2 to the
two other cars on the neighboring lane. Herein, the planned
ego trajectory is colored green, with the predicted trajectories
of surrounding vehicles colored red. On average, the other cars
drive in the complete stream with constant velocity.6

A planned lane change is realized by blending the current
path with the parallel path at a start time tstart = 1 sec with a
duration of 3 sec (for details, see Section III-C). This aligns
with usual lane change durations, e.g., according to [21]. For
the visualizations, we choose a prediction horizon sh of 6 sec
but the actual risk is evaluated for sh =12 sec. The car signals
and possible paths are updated in the R-LDM on demand.

Fig. 8 also illustrates the risk graph. The sampled ego
trajectories are plotted as curves of velocity over the future
time and the sum of of collision and curve rates with τ−1crit
are further visualized. The blue areas in this graph represent
low probabilities between [0 %/sec, 0.5 %/sec] and red areas
are high values with [0.5 %/sec and also values >1 %/sec].
Finally, the single chosen trajectory is highlighted with green
points. RM always tries to find a trajectory that bypasses the
red hot spots.

6Note that the other trajectories’ length relates to a constant velocity, while
the ego trajectories incorporate acceleration or deceleration.
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Fig. 8: Behavior of RM and R-LDM in a gap scenario. Given are
three snapshots from real-world recordings. The system signals to
directly perform a lane change due to sufficient space between the
neighboring cars. Top: Road layout and predictive situation, Bottom:
HMI with risk visualizations.

In this scenario, RM successfully judges the gap as suffi-
ciently large. Changing the lane with moderate acceleration
from 7 m/sec to vtar = 11 m/sec presents the optimal maneu-
ver. After the lane change, the message on the HMI changes
from ”go left” to ”go straight” (i.e., the target path ptar). This
example emphasizes the possible proactive support that can be
provided by RM.

2) No-Gap Scenario: In the previous gap scenario, the
system recommended to either drive with constant velocity
or to accelerate for performing the lane change. The front and
back car were determining the gap. In this second scenario, the
gap is too small for safely conducting a lane change. Only after
the two other vehicles have passed and drive with appropriate
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Fig. 9: Behavior of RM and R-LDM in a no-gap scenario. A forced
lane change with an acceleration is advised only after the preceding
car passes. This represents a safe motion and the driver follows the
warning.

distance to the ego vehicle, RM signalizes that the driver could
make a lane change.

Within Fig. 9, the preceding car hinders the ego car to go
on the target lane. Hereby, we want to analyze more closely
the risk graph for the first screenshot of the scenario. If the
ego vehicle brakes or drives constantly and makes the lane
change, high risks are caused by the preceding vehicle. Due
to the close lateral distance, a large risk spot is depicted in the
bottom left of the graph. Secondly, if the ego car accelerates
and changes lane, there is a high risk of colliding with the front
vehicle, indicated by the other red area. The risk graph shows
the reasoning behind the system’s recommendation output:
“brake” and “stay on the lane”.

The actual driven speed v0 and target speed vtar is depicted

in the velocity scale. As a reminder, the comfort velocity
parameter vd determines a utility gain and can be chosen by
the user. In Fig. 9, the system penalizes velocities that deviate
from vd = 10 m/sec. To find an ego trajectory in terms of risk
versus comfort, we sanction high accelerations as well. RM,
therefore, initially recommends to brake until 4 m/sec because
of the ending lane. When the preceding vehicle passed the ego
vehicle, RM then correctly recommends to drive with constant
velocity 6 m/sec and vtar is lastly accelerating until 9 m/sec.
The ego driver’s speed stays around v0 = 5 m/sec and the
lane change suggestion is followed.

D. Discussion

As we could see, the combination of RM and R-LDM
allowed for a reasonable support of the driver in lane change
scenarios. In this Section IV-D, a short discussion concerning
the results of the system is given. After showing insights into
noise robustness with real-world sensors, the generalization
for other driving situations is discussed.

Noise in the vehicles’ position and velocity due to the real
cameras and GNSS sensors can potentially hinder a faultless
operation. In the system, we parametrized the weights in
the planning (i.e., for risk, utility and comfort) to achieve
robustness against such noise errors. As explained in Section
II-C, positions of all vehicles are projected to the closest path,
derived from the R-LDM. With regard to risk computations,
the noise did not affect the lane change advices of our
experiments. Position noise that is constantly present is merely
carried into RM in the future time, where the survival analysis
compensates its influence.

However, the safe speed output from the planner can slightly
fluctuate. This is due to the velocity noise in the ego and other
vehicles, which grows over the prediction time. Furthermore,
a projection on wrong lanes induces the biggest errors. To
tackle this noise propagation and the impact of discrete errors,
we introduce a hysteresis in RM. The hysteresis changes the
outputs solely when the new selection shows lower risk values
for at least 2 sec. The more RM is robust against this sensor
noise, the less it will proactively react on the changes in the
environment. In the end, a tradeoff was chosen between stable
warnings versus better sensitivity.

The given experiments show that a map-based behavior sup-
port works online and has benefits in terms of its predictability
and transparent risk model. The last Section IV-C served as
a first proof of concept that RM can be applied in real-time
on a car platform. The tests were conducted with velocities
of 30 km/h. Nevertheless, other applications on Spanish city
streets (i.e., 50 km/h limit) and German highway entrances
(on average, 100 km/h) show the same functionalities and
beneficial properties. For these test cases, we applied RM on
other car platforms using higher-cost GNSS and lidar.

In addition, in previous scientific work we showed that the
same risk-based planner can be successfully applied in simu-
lation to turning at curves (see [5]), merging at intersections
(see also [5]) or crossing at intersections (see [4]). For this
reason, we consider the planner to be generalizable to various
traffic cases in urban or highway driving due to the generic
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characteristics of the models. The transparent model-based
risk approach allows to visualize and understand the reasoning
behind its decisions.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In summary, this paper served to evaluate an application
of the Risk Maps (RM) technology on a prototype vehicle in
order to show its real-world applicability. In an online demon-
stration, we presented warning functions for the example of
forced lane changes. For this purpose, we extended RM to
handle lateral path options.

The system utilizes the Relational Local Dynamic Map (R-
LDM) for the alignment, filtering and dynamic layering of car
signals with map data. Afterwards, RM are used to predict the
current traffic situation into the future and probe trajectories
and paths based on driving risks for planning. An improved
GNSS position hereby allows to position the ego vehicle on the
road. RM can handle noise of the camera sensors for object
detection by considering uncertainty by design. In addition,
the visualization of a risk graph supports the human driver to
understand the driving situation.

Our resulting ADAS was demonstrated on the ITS European
Congress 2019 in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. Videos of the
results can be found on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8o3hT3H gDU. The real-world evaluation shows
that the system is capable of giving reasonable advice on target
speeds and lane changes, separated in gap and no-gap situa-
tions. Effectively, we may improve the prediction capability for
the user with a risk-based planner. RM represents a white-box
model, which handles sensor noise and complex predictions.
This is promising to increase trust on ADAS.

In the current realization of the system, we assume path
blending with fixed parameters of duration time. In a revised
solution, the parameters should be optimized [22]. Helpful
are heuristics to make sure that the lane change is conducted
with sufficient space to the preceding and leading vehicle. By
using general risks, we believe that RM can implicitly consider
dependencies between velocities and paths. This is especially
helpful for autonomous driving.

For future research, we likewise envision the use of situation
classifiers to improve risk predictions. Potential behavior of
other cars need to be explicitly reflected (i.e., lane changes,
accelerations or decelerations). Currently, interaction between
vehicles is only modeled by a general increase of uncertainty
in the trajectories. However, for interaction-intensive situations
(e.g., lane changing in dense traffic, abruptly stopping vehicles,
suddenly appearing occluded vehicles or similar dynamic
conditions), the intention of other cars need to be predicted.
Hereby, machine learning methods offer themselves to predict
trajectories based on previously measured positions.

Finally, a face detection and gaze estimation from eye pupils
[23] were showcased in the demonstration as well. Our planner
can benefit from adding such detection technologies. Knowing
the gaze allows for the inference of a targeted lane change and
helps to determine if a driver is aware of critical objects. We
are thus able to limit warnings to non-look cases. Since this
reduces the alarm rate and workload of the driver, the social
acceptance of the ADAS may be further improved.
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